High Quality, Professional-Grade Linens

Quality, Service, Low Prices
A leading supplier of commercial and institutional linens, Trifecta brings the ideal combination of quality, cost, and
customer service to the medical, hotel, and restaurant industries. Luxurious yet durable, our finely woven linens are
made to ISO standards, and are specially designed to withstand the rigors of heavy daily use. We offer a large selection
of styles and colors to meet the needs of your establishment. We accept special or custom orders of any color or type of
linen. And our fast, friendly customer service includes wholesale pricing and international shipping.

Medical Linens
Trifecta offers a wide range of linen products specially designed to meet the unique bedding needs of medical and homecare facilities. Combining comfort with durability, our top-quality linens are tightly woven to withstand the rigors of daily
use in any medical environment.

Adult Bibs
Our comfortable and adjustable-fit adult bibs are made with an ultraabsorbent cotton/polyester blend. They are designed with a 100% polyester
back fabric for full protection, and are machine washable

Medical Grade Towels
Trifecta towels are known throughout the medical industry for their
combination of quality, durability and low price. Our ultra-absorbent, 100%
cotton towels are soft enough to use on a baby’s bottom yet durable enough
to withstand hundreds of machine washes

Hospital Bed Sheets & Pillowcases
Made with an extra-soft cotton/polyester blend, Trifecta bed sheets and
pillowcases feature a unique weave that provides a smooth, wrinklefree surface while allowing maximum air circulation for patient comfort.
Lightweight, durable and quick drying, these linens can withstand up to 200
wash/dry cycles, delivering more value for your dollar. Our hospital bed sheet
will fit all hospital mattresses.

Reusable Bed Underpads
Our reusable pads have a multi-layer composite structure of absorbent cotton
material and an impermeable PVC layer. Completely leak-proof, they have
been chemically tested for unsafe materials and passed rigorous testing by
SGS. The lightweight bed pads can be washed more than 200 times, and are
machine dryable.
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